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Counterpart | Season 2 Official Trailer | STARZ

Their world has been conspiring. Our world has been compromised. Counterpart Season 2 returns Sunday, December 9 on STARZ. Starring J.K. Simmons, Olivia Williams, Harry Lloyd, Nazanin Boniadi, Sara Serraiocco, Nicholas Pinnock and Betty Gabriel.



#Counterpart #STARZ



Like Counterpart on Facebook: http://starz.tv/CounterpartFacebookYT

Follow Counterpart on Twitter: http://starz.tv/CounterpartTwitterYT

Follow Counterpart on Instagram: http://starz.tv/CounterpartInstagramYT



Counterpart, from creator Justin Marks, MRC, Gilbert Films, and Anonymous Content, is about a mysterious world hidden beneath the surface of our everyday existence. Howard Silk (J.K. Simmons) is a lowly cog in the bureaucratic machinery of a Berlin-based United Nations spy agency. When Howard discovers that his organization safeguards the secret of a crossing into a parallel dimension, he is thrust into a shadow world of intrigue, danger, and double cross… where the only man he can trust is his near-identical counterpart from this parallel world. The show explores themes of identity, fate and lost love, posing the eternal question, “what if our lives could have been different?”



Like STARZ on Facebook: http://starz.tv/STARZFacebookYT

Follow STARZ on Twitter: http://starz.tv/STARZTwitterYT

Follow STARZ on Instagram: http://starz.tv/STARZInstagramYT
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